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BACKGROUND

Truist Financial Corp, through subsidiary Crestar Financial Corp, owns the 16,000 sq ft
triangular parcel located at 1800 Columbia Road NW, Washington DC 20009 (Square 2551 Lot
0078).

Four thousand sq ft of that parcel at its northeast corner, now known as Adams Morgan Plaza,
has been subject to a public use easement allowing for continuous 24/7/365 public use since its
construction in 1977 in accordance with Truist’s predecessor bank’s offer to dedicate the space
to public use as reflected in the attached November 2, 1976 letter to 3000 residents of Adams
Morgan. (Exhibits 1 & 2)

A common law easement in favor of the public is created when a landowner dedicates a portion
of their property for public use and the public accepts the offered dedication, and once property
is made available for continuous public use, that grant is irrevocable.  Truist’s ignorance of this
principle has resulted in the organization I represent, Adams Morgan for Reasonable
Development, filing a lawsuit to have the public use easement formally recognized.

This lawsuit began in 2017 in DC Superior Court in case CA-4182-17-B, and a preliminary
injunction against demolition of the Plaza and interference with use of the Plaza was issued on
August 4, 2017 by Judge Todd Edelman and a jury trial was fast-tracked for Spring 2018.  A
long series of delaying tactics and legal maneuvers by Truist resulted in another Judge in
January 2021 granting summary judgment to Truist without allowing a DC jury to see the
evidence, and that was immediately appealed by our organization.  The case to record a public
use easement on the deed is as of Friday September 24, 2021, still being litigated under Case
Nos 21-CV-84 and 21-CV-183 in the DC Court of Appeals.

IMPROPER PERMIT

Between June 21, 2021 and June 30, 2021, DCRA permit number BH2109329 was issued.

This permit was improper for the following reasons:
1) It was issued as a Construction / Special Building / Historic Property category.  This

building is specifically excluded from the Washington Heights historic district. (Exhibit 3)
While located in a historic district it is not a contributing historic property and not eligible
for such protections.  In fact, the owner has filed for a raze permit on the building in
2017.

2) The permit  is listed as a < 1000 sq ft. size and as “placing a temporary construction
fence around outside of front of building to protect structure while left vacant” but the
area of fencing the vendor onsite attempted to install covered primarily the 4000 sq ft
public plaza under active litigation, and does not cover the long brick face along the
southern face of the building at all.  (Exhibit 5)

The intent of the BH2109329 permit is clearly to eliminate public access to a public plaza under
litigation, not to protect a ‘historic building’.  Due to the public impact per the ANC Act (DC Code



1-309.10(c)(3)), a 30 business day review period on the application, prior to issuance, should
have been required.

ILLEGAL CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY ON WED SEPT 22 & FRI SEPT 24 2021

Twice this week, despite active and strenuous community opposition, without an approved work
permit from DCRA or a final decision from the DC Court of Appeals, representatives of Truist
Financial Corp. attempted to carry out a self-service fencing of this entire Plaza, with fencing to
be placed outside of the building restriction line on the public sidewalk, closing off the entire
Plaza as well as the building structure.

Private armed security assaulted members of the public, including a direct physical assault on
this complainant, who were standing in objection to the fences going up in the absence of a
DCRA fence work permit.  That assault is presently under investigation by MPD under Criminal
Complaint Number 21-137-338 by Officer Sean Allen Badge #3249.

To prevent further escalation, the DC Metropolitan Police Department had to be called in.  When
they arrived, observing the conflict that was underway, an MPD officer directed me to contact
the Mayor’s hotline (202-727-6161), which I did at 10:11 AM for four minutes. The operator had
a DCRA Permit Investigator dispatched to the scene.  When that investigator arrived, upon
consultation with his superior by phone, it was determined no work could continue as there were
two incomplete permit applications for work associated with the fencing (AH2101432 and
AH2101446), and there were no approved work permits for the fencing.

Despite being informed by DCRA and MPD on September 22 that their permits were not in
order to proceed,, they returned at approximately 430am on Friday September 24 with 4 semi
flatbed trucks loaded with concrete jersey barriers, destroyed all the property on the public
plaza, and began to unload the barriers.  MPD again required them to stop work.

In addition, DDOT has issued no public space permits but three concrete jersey barriers which
were unloaded across the public sidewalk with a forklift, and left onsite, are now on the public
sidewalk along the property line on Columbia Rd NW.

REQUESTED REMEDIES

1) Revocation of DCRA Permit BH2109329 and posting of DCRA Stop Work Order on 1800
Columbia Rd NW should be issued.

2) Issuance and posting of a DDOT Stop Work Order to be publicly posted at 1800
Columbia Rd NW to prevent further harm to the general public and blockage of public
thoroughfares.

3) Stoppage of any further DCRA action on any permits for this site until the DC Court of
Appeals litigation reaches a conclusion.

4) Issuance of a formal DCRA and DDOT Notice of Infraction and associated fines to Truist
for engaging in illegal construction activity.



5) Require that any further permitting at this site be subject to the full 30-business day ANC
review period that is legally required due to significant public impacts of any proposed
activities on the site.



EXHIBIT 1
PERPETUAL PRESIDENT’S LETTER TO 3000 ADAMS MORGAN RESIDENTS



EXHIBIT 2



EXHIBIT 3
DC Office of Planning Washington Heights Historic District Map



EXHIBIT 4
DCRA PERMITS IN QUESTION





EXHIBIT 5
IMPROPER FENCE PLAN ON DCRA PERMIT BH2109329



EXHIBIT 6
PHOTOS OF ILLEGAL CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
SEPTEMBER 22, 2021





EXHIBIT 7
PHOTOS OF SEPTEMBER 24, 2021 ILLEGAL CONSTRUCTION AND PUBLIC EVICTION
ACTIVITY





Three concrete jersey barriers left on public sidewalk Friday Sept 24 2021 after MPD enforced
DCRA directive to stop work.


